
Grounded Freighter A waits Tug, Tide appearance of a live whale that had Valley. 

By Dan Bernstein 

heard the latest news at a gas 

t off the beach, if only 

howling fifty-mile-an-hour wind from amphibious duck which had been 
the northwest was blowing across standing by on the beach all day 
the bay. The Monica Smith should was called upon to  carry towlines 
have passed 3 miles to the north- from the two tugs to the Monica 
west of a gas-lighted buoy which Smith. It was on one of these 
is located two miles northwest of trips that the duck started to fill 
Race Light. Race Light is on the with water and just made it to 
very extreme tip of Cape Cod and the safety of shallow water when 
is the dividing point between the  the surf swamped her with gel- 
Atlantic Ocean and Massachusetts gallons of water. Her crew attempt- 
Bay. For some unknown reason ed pumping her out but $he had 
the ship came aground just south become stuck, like the freighter, 
east and less than a mile away in “live sand”. Efforts to winch 
from Race Light. Since the winds her out by the power wagon from 
from the northwest were of gale the Race Point Station were un- 
force it is presumed that the successful. The Monica Smith let 
empty freighter had been blown off out two steel cables from her 

,course onto the beach. Shortly powerful winches which were at- 

start her generators when the tide 
Completely Aground Later a hose 

started going out to  the beach first 
by the tens, and in the afternoon 
by the hundreds. At low tide it 
was possible to walk completely to 
around the ship. A few of the vain 
crew members came down f 

point to provide power during the 
day. 
of the freighter crew members 

Sunday night I 


